250 words 15 Main text 5957 words 16 43 References Abstract 26 27 Assisted migration is recognized as a possible method for species conservation under climate 28 change. Predicted decrease in range size and emergence of new suitable areas due to climate change 29 are the main reasons for considering assisted migration. The magnitude of such changes can be used 30 to guide decisions on the applicability of this conservation method. However, it has not been 31 formalized how predictions acquired, e.g., with the help of species distribution models or expert 32 assessments, should translate into recommendations or decisions. Climate change threat indices 33
1. Migration need: Climate change, e.g.., changes in temperature and precipitation regimes, is 137 predicted to render (part of) the species' current distribution area unsuitable. Criteria 1 and 2 can be quantified using predictions of changes in climatic conditions and 144 corresponding changes in suitable area, in addition to information on current distribution and habitat 145 preferences. In this paper and in the simulations we present, we treat suitable and unsuitable area in 146 a binary fashion. However, the suitability of the area could also be weighted by the probability of 147 suitability, or by some metric of habitat quality or carrying capacity, resulting in a correspondingly scaled measure of suitable area. For the purpose of introducing our method, however, we here use a 149 simple binary approach with either suitable or unsuitable cells. The metrics presented here are defined under the assumption of complete dispersal inability within 152 the considered time frame. Although this may be the worst case scenario of Criterion 3 for most 153 species, we consider it a suitable starting point and assessment background. When the approach 154 presented here is applied, information on dispersal ability, if available, can be incorporated into the 155 development of range change predictions to obtain more realistic estimates.
157
The first metric is migration need, which we define as the relative need to compensate for the loss 158 of range caused by climate change. We quantify migration need at a given time t (MNeed,t) as the 159 proportion of a species' current distribution area that is projected to be lost due to climate change: AOriginal is the size of the distribution area at the time (t = 0) selected as the initial point of the 164 assessment (e.g., current distribution; preferably observed and verified occurrences, but 165 alternatively modelled depending on species, method, and available data). ARemnant,t is the part of 166 AOriginal that remains climatically suitable at a time t in the future. We calculate the root of the product of MNeed,t and MPotential,t to arrive at a constant rate of change of 202 IAM,t across low and high values of its components (when the components are in a constant ratio).
203
This makes the index more sensitive to changes when at least one of the components is low. The temporal decrease in ARemnant,t ( Fig. 2a ) was modelled as ARemnant,t = 1-(t/tmax) α , where t is the 232 time (arbitrary units) from current, tmax is the time at which the simulation ends, and α is a shape 233 parameter that defines whether the initial rate of change in ARemnant,t is faster (α > 1) or slower (0 < α 234 < 1) than linear. We used the values α = 2 and α = 0.5 for fast and slow initial change, respectively.
235
The temporal increase of ANew,t ( Fig. 2b ) was modelled as ANew,t = (t/tmax) α , with parameters as in 236 ARemnant,t, except for the retrogression case that was modelled as ANew,t = max(0, -0.0005·t 2 + 237 0.04·t).
239
In simulation group 2, we mimic a possible progress of climate change by letting ARemnant,t and 240 ANew,t change over time depending on different patterns of viable landscape (Fig. 3 We generated different patterns of viable landscape with a first order autoregressive process (AR1),
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where the viability of a cell at the row i and column j of a landscape depends on the viability of its 257 four neighbouring cells at the previous iteration step. This is calculated as X'i,j = φ·(Xi-1,j + Xi+1,j + 258 Xi,j-1 + Xi,j+1)/4 + εi,j, where X is the initial spatial configuration with a normally distributed random 259 state ε (zero mean, unit variance), and φ is the autoregression coefficient (values φ ≤ 1 are feasible).
260
Cells with X'i,j > 0 are considered viable.
262
We used different values of φ to generate patterns of different spatial autocorrelation. The first case 263 ( Fig. 3a , φ = 0) represents complete spatial randomness, where the probability of a cell being viable 264 is spatially independent (p = 0.5). This represents a landscape that is uniform at a large scale but There is no inherent threshold value of IAM,t that would indicate range-change-associated benefit of 296 AM for the species. Such thresholds could, however, be explored based on other widely applied thresholds, e.g., those used in the Red List (IUCN, 2001) As climate change causes progressive changes in ANew,t and ARemnant,t for a species (simulation 342 group 1; Fig. 2a,b) , the corresponding values of MNeed,t and MPotential,t form trajectories in the 343 parameter space (Fig. 2d,e) , where the value of the combined metric increases towards the top-right 344 corner (Fig. 2c) . Depending on the rate of change in ARemnant,t and ANew,t, the relative magnitude of 345
MNeed,t and MPotential,t can vary, and the trajectories move above or below the diagonal that divides 346 the parameter space.
When ARemnant,t decreases faster than ANew,t increases, MNeed,t is large relative to MPotential,t, and 349 trajectories move below the diagonal (Fig. 2d ). Slow reduction in ARemnant,t combined with fast 350 increase in ANew,t results in large MPotential,t in relation to MNeed,t, and trajectories progress above the 351 diagonal ( Fig. 2e) . A fast decrease in ARemnant,t combined with equally fast increase in ANew,t leads to 352 a trajectory that follows the diagonal (Fig. 2d) . A slow decrease in ARemnant,t and slow increase in 353 ANew,t leads to a similar trajectory, but IAM,t increases at a slower rate ( Fig. 2e ). IAM,t can also 354 decrease if AOriginal,t and ANew,t do not change at an even rate. For example, if ANew,t first increases 355 and then decreases, IAM,t similarly first increases and then decreases ( Fig. 2e ).
357
Under complete spatial randomness of viable and non-viable cells (simulation group 2; Fig. 3a ),
358
MNeed,t and MPotential,t increase at the same rate, owing to equally many new cells becoming suitable MNeed and MPotential are nearly equal (Fig. 3e ). This indicates that the trajectory of IAM,t would follow 365 the diagonal of the MNeed vs. MPotential parameter space (cf. Fig. 2c ).
367
When the degree of spatial autocorrelation takes intermediate (Fig. 3b ) or high (Fig. 3c ) values,
368
Aoriginal and IAM,t vary more, and there is more variation in the relative magnitudes of MNeed,t and 369 MPotential,t (Fig. 3e ). If this was presented in the parameter space of MNeed,t vs. MPotential,t (Fig. 2c) , the 370 trajectory of IAM,t would in many cases be far from the diagonal and could also move from one side 371 of the diagonal to the other. Increasing spatial autocorrelation also brings about a negative relationship between Aoriginal and IAM,t (Fig. 3d) , and the value of MPotential,t decreases in relation to 373 MNeed,t when Aoriginal increases (Fig. 3e ). The first relationship shows that species already occupying can be interpreted so that, when IAM,t is calculated based on predictions extending one decade into 384 the future, a species with 0.1 < IAM,1 < 0.2 is a possible candidate for AM, a species with 0.2 < IAM,1 385 < 0.27 is a probable candidate for AM and a species with IAM,1 > 0.27 is a strong candidate for AM 386 (Fig. 4a) . For a prediction 100 years into the future (10 decades) the corresponding thresholds for 387 IAM,10 are 0.31, 0.58, and 0.74 (Fig. 4b) . The parameter space formed by all possible values of MNeed,t and MPotential,t shows the nonlinear 393 relationship between IAM,t and its components ( Fig. 2c) . At the combined low MNeed,t and low 394 MPotential,t ( Fig. 2c : lower left corner of the parameter space), the low value of IAM,t indicates that a 395 species is neither losing its current range nor gaining new migration opportunities (Fig. 1a ). This 396 could happen in reality, e.g., when a species has a wide distribution area to start with (geographically or as regards climatic variation), or when it occurs in an area that is climatically area but no emerging new area. If only MNeed,t is high ( Fig. 1b; Fig. 2c : lower right-hand part of 410 parameter space), the need for conservation is certainly more urgent than if only MPotential,t is high 411 ( Fig. 1c; Fig. 2c : upper left-hand part), but AM is not an applicable method, as there would be no to variation in the value of IAM,t and the relative magnitude of its components (Fig. 3d,e ). The (Fig. 3d ) and a relatively high MPotential,t (Fig. 3e ). We can therefore expect a negative 433 relationship between AOriginal and IAM,t to arise from the spatial distribution of viable landscape cells.
434
This pattern emerged in a study where the method presented here was applied to real-world species and potential for migration, suggesting whether AM could be the appropriate method, when it 464 comes to geographical shifts in the species' suitable area, such further considerations are premature.
466
We see the formalization of migration need and potential presented here as a useful tool in two 467 main situations:
468
(1) Determining the most suitable conservation method and, in particular, evaluating the spatial 469 applicability of AM in conservation planning for a specific species.
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(2) Screening of large numbers of species to gain understanding about what proportion of a 471 regional biota might be in need of AM within a given time frame under a certain climate 472 change scenario.
474
In the first situation, the formalization can be used as part of decision-making frameworks (e.g., an evaluative and political tool for assessing conservation trends. However, our metrics concern 515 anticipating future challenges, rather than evaluating past changes. It is therefore important to 516 recognize the many uncertainties involved in methods for predicting change in suitable area 517 (Heikkinen et al. 2006; Martin et al. 2012 
